
Year 1 Remote Learning W/B 1.2.21  

Remote Learning Overview  
 

We know remote learning can be 
difficult and will vary depending on 

your circumstances.  
 

This planning sheet is a range of 
activities that mirror the Year 1 

learning in school this week as much 
as possible.  

 
Daily English, Maths, and Phonics 
lessons will be uploaded to your 

Microsoft Teams account. Each lesson 
will contain a pre-recorded teaching 
video and follow up lesson activities 

to submit via Teams assignments. 
 

Suggested Remote Learning Daily Timetable 
 

 Directed Teaching  Independent Tasks 

Phonics 20 minute video lesson 10 -15 minute writing  
10 -15 minute reading 

Maths 20-minute video lesson 10 -15 minute number tasks 
10 -15 minute calculation task 

English  20-minute video lesson  10-15 minute task 

Foundation 
Subject  

20-minute video lesson  15-20 minutes 

Storytime 20-minute video lesson  

PE  20 minutes 

Home 
Reading  

 10 minutes 

 

PE  
 

Please see lesson plan with suggested 
activities to complete. These activities can be 
completed in the garden or indoors.  

 
Groovy Gymnastics .  
Lesson 5 
Exploring movement actions with control and 
linking them together with flow.  
 
Skip to the Beat – Lesson 5 
To develop foot patterns that aid skipping.  
 
You can also access Joe Wick live PE sessions 
on You Tube each 
Monday/Wednesday/Friday @9am.  
 
The following yoga session from 
Cosmic Yoga session can be accessed here - 

https://youtu.be/KIyrw5K5Mfo 

History 
 

Watch video lesson finding out about 
Scott and his journey.   
 
Can you act out Scott’s journey 
retelling the story from todays lesson. 
 
Can you think of some questions to 
ask our visiting explorer next week. 
Can you write those questions down 
and sent them to us this week so we 
can forward them to the explore to 
answer as many as they can in the 
session next week.   

 Art  
 

Watch the video lesson on the artist Tula 
Moon and the works of art she produced. 

 
Create a picture in the style of Tula 

Moon.  Draw a line drawing of an iconic 
building. Use collage materials you have 

around the house to collage your 
drawing. Remember to keep your 

background white to allow your iconic 
building stand out.  

  DT  
 

Watch video lesson on picture frames on how 
to make your picture frame.   

 
 

Choose the materials you would like to use to 
make your frame and create your very own 

picture frame.  
 

Complete the evaluation for the picture frame 
you have made.  

 
 

Science   
   
Watch video lesson focusing on making a 
bridge using different materials to test the 
properties of the different materials.  
   
 
Decide on the size of your bridge and collect 
some cars to go over your bridge. Collect and 
gather the materials you will use to test your 
bridge. Complete the sheet predicting if the 
material will be strong enough to hold the 
cars. Build and test your bridge and record 
the results.  
 

 


